INTEGRATIONISM & HUMANISM: CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

Monday, June 23

8.45-9.00  Welcoming remarks

9.00-10.00  Adrian Pablé
            New Humanism in the age of Reason

Break (10.00-10.30)

10.30-11.30  Charlotte Conrad
             The concept of meaning

11.30-12.30  David Bade
             Humanist machines: an integrationist critique of mechanical models

14.00-15.00  Dennis Hayes
             Freedom of speech and academic freedom

15.00-16.00  Paul Thibault
             Intellectual discourse in the age of managerialism

Break (16.00-16.30)

16.30-17.30  Peter E. Jones
             Language and Freedom Vol 1: the Abstract and the Concrete

17.30-18.30  Sinfree Makoni
             Ubuntu as a philosophy in integrationism

(20.00: meeting of the Exec. Comm. of the IAISLC)

Tuesday, June 24

8.45-9.15  Roy Harris (in absentia)
            Integrationism and existentialism

9.15-10.15  Michael Toolan
            Richards, Empson, existentialism, and integrationism

Break (10.15-10.45)

10.45-11.45  Nigel Love
             Putting the linguistics back into integrationism

11.45-12.45  Rukmini Bhaya Nair
             The nature of language and the language of nature:
             Rabindranath Tagore’s The Essence of Words (Shabdo Tatva) as
             an integrationist text

14.00-15.00  Steve Farrow
             Rudolf Steiner and language: some integrationist perspectives
             on Steiner’s philosophy of education

15.00-16.00  Marc Haas & Noël Christe
             Cognitio ex signis: Spinoza’s knowledge of the first kind and
             human communication

Break (16.00-16.30)
16.30-17.30  **Shirly Tian Zhang**  
Time, language and humans: implications of integrational co-temporality

17.30-18.30  **Feifei Zhou**  
Language, medicine and narratives. Is integrationism a form of narrative/therapeutic linguistics?

**Wednesday, June 25**

8.45-9.15  **Aubrey Lau Sin Hang**  
Reflections on integrationism from an undergraduate’s perspective

9.15-10.15  **Bent Holshagen Hemmingsen**  
The warmth of the will and the chill of doubt: on the agency of first personhood

Break (10.15-10.45)

10.45-11.45  **Dorthe Duncker**  
System, thy name is Legion

11.45-12.45  **Jon Orman**  
Distributing mind and language: where do integrationists stand?

(Afternoon programme: EXCURSION and CONFERENCE DINNER)

**Thursday, June 26**

8.30-9.30  **Julian Warner**  
Analogies to semantic and syntactic mental labour in the Feist decision

9.30-10.30  **Chris Hutton**  
‘I know it when I see it’ – integrationism, law, and ‘bedrock concepts’

Break (10.30-11.00)

11.00-12.00  **Charlotte Bisgaard Nielsen**  
Contextualizing acquired brain damage

12.00-13.00  **Cathy Ruihan Zhang**  
Integrationism and ageing: a new imagination of being old

14.30-15.30  **Dario Seglie**  
Prehistoric art: is an integrationist approach possible? Old parameters and new perspectives

15.30-16.30  **Sally Pryor**  
Creativity and design thinking: human-centred, humanist and integrationist?

Break (16.30-16.45)

16.45-17.45  **David Eisenschitz**  
Of all books, why would you buy mine? On integrationist trends in Egyptian satirical writing, and the possibility of practising integrational linguistics to this day.

17.45-18.00  **Concluding remarks**